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ABSTRACT
Schemes for secure outsourcing of client data with search capability are being increasingly marketed and deployed. In the literature, schemes for accomplishing this efficiently are called Searchable Encryption (SE). They achieve high efficiency with provable
security by means of a quantifiable leakage profile. However, the
degree to which SE leakage can be exploited by an adversary is not
well understood.
To address this, we present a characterization of the leakage profiles of in-the-wild searchable encryption products and SE schemes
in the literature, and present attack models based on an adversarial server’s prior knowledge. Then we empirically investigate the
security of searchable encryption by providing query recovery and
plaintext recovery attacks that exploit these leakage profiles. We
term these leakage-abuse attacks and demonstrate their effectiveness for varying leakage profiles and levels of server knowledge,
for realistic scenarios. Amongst our contributions are realistic active attacks which have not been previously explored.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Encryption protects data stored at an untrusted service provider,
but introduces complications. Amongst these, the service provider
is unable to process the encrypted data as freely and efficiently
as it can plaintext data, making access cumbersome for the data
owner. To address the difficulty of retrieving encrypted text efficiently, increasingly practitioners turn to searchable encryption
(SE) schemes, first introduced by Song, Wagner, and Perrig [18].
An SE scheme encrypts a set of documents in a way that allows
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the data owner to delegate search capabilities to the provider without decrypting the documents. For example, using SE, a user may
encrypt her email, store it at the remote provider, and later have
the provider fulfill keyword search queries. If the SE scheme is
dynamic, then she will also be able to add encrypted documents
efficiently [11].
Many SE constructions can be implemented using only symmetric cryptography, and some are even legacy-compatible, requiring
no modification at the provider. A commonly deployed example of
the latter, and one suggested in recent research papers [8, 14], is to
append to a conventional encryption of the document a sequence of
outputs of a secret-keyed pseudorandom function (PRF) on individual keywords. Search is performed by submitting the PRF output
of the desired search term, and documents can easily be added or
removed.
All efficient SE constructions expose some information, called
leakage, about the plaintext to the service provider. Typically, SE
schemes allow the provider to learn about the underlying data by
observing statistics like the number and frequency of encrypted
documents accessed during searches. Song et al. recommended periodic re-encryption to address what they call statistical attacks, but
did not investigate this further. Islam, Kuzu, and Kantarcioglu [9]
(IKK) initiated the study of the empirical security of SE by showing that a user’s keyword search queries can be guessed with high
accuracy when used on a dataset known to an honest-but-curious
service provider. Their attacks, and the more general statistical attacks alluded to by Song et al., are possible even when a scheme has
been proven secure under a standard assumption. In other words,
the attacks are permitted by the security definition.
The risk posed by leakage has not been closely scrutinized beyond the work of IKK. The current literature leaves a practitioner
with few concrete recommendations for configuring and deploying
SE. The risk is not merely abstract; several deployments of SE may
be easily broken depending on how they are used.
Our contributions. The present paper studies the leakage of SE
in order to understand its practical security. We consider a range
of threats including IKK’s query-identification setting, and against
various approaches to building SE. We enumerate new threat models that describe attacks against suggested SE use-cases, such as
encrypted email, and explore the efficacy of several attacks against
different constructions of SE. In each case, we design attacks that
exploit the leakage rather than any particular construction. We term
these leakage abuse attacks (LAAs), and explore several LAAs
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Figure 1: Summary of successful leakage-abuse attacks on searchable encryption schemes. In all cases the adversary sees the
transcript of communications to the server, in addition having the indicated knowledge and, in the last two cases, the ability to mount
active chosen document attacks. Leakage levels L1, L2, and L3 are ordered in increasing amount of leakage; see § 2.
against leakage profiles for constructions that are found in the literature and deployed in practice.
New threat models. We investigate a range of threat models for
SE. In terms of adversarial goals, we focus on search query recovery, following IKK, as well as attacks that may perform (partial)
plaintext recovery. The latter has not before been looked at despite
an intuitive relationship with query recovery (as queries are by definition part of the plaintext) and the fact that such attacks are likely
to be more damaging in practice. For each of these adversarial
goals, we also explore a number of adversarial capability models,
for example the kind of partial information about the document set
known to attackers and whether they can insert chosen documents.
Broader treatment of SE. This work considers a range of SE approaches, including schemes that leak more information to servers
than the academic schemes that followed from the early SE works [6,
19]. Weaker schemes are used in practice due to their simplicity
and compatibility with legacy servers, and have also been suggested
for use in a number of recent research systems as well [8, 14]. The
essential intuitive difference in leakage is that they leak information to the server even before a search is issued, while the more
advanced schemes hide almost all information about plaintexts until keyword searches begin. In the body we make this precise by
defining a series of leakage levels L1–L4, where L1 is the least
amount of leakage corresponding to the Curtmola et al. security
notion, L2 leaks all the information of L1 and more, and so on with
L4 the most leaky.
Query recovery attacks. We build leakage-abuse attacks against
a variety of leakage models. As mentioned, LAA attacks work
against any scheme admitting the targeted amount of leakage (or
more). We perform experiments using public email data sets as
stand-ins for confidential emails. For a summary of the attack results in this paper, see the table in Figure 1.
We first revisit the query recovery attack setting of IKK in which
the adversary knows the entire plaintext document set and we target
L1 leakage, the hardest setting. We emphasize that while knowing
all the plaintexts exactly does not seem very realistic, such knowledge does not make query recovery trivial and IKK uses a relatively
complex attack that uses simulated annealing to attempt to match
queries with keywords based on the pattern of which documents are
returned. We give a significantly simpler, faster, and more accurate
attack that we call the count attack. The observation is that a large
fraction of keywords will match against a unique number of documents, and so an adversary in the IKK setting can simply count the
number of documents returned by each keyword and compare to
the number of documents matched by a query. When multiple keywords return the same number of documents, one can disambiguate
using the pattern of keywords across returned documents.
It seems unlikely that adversaries in practice will know all documents. On the other hand, assuming knowledge of no documents
is a step too far: the adversary may incidentally know that a user
has one or more widely-circulated emails in her repository, for ex-

ample. We explore relaxing the assumption of full document set
knowledge to partial knowledge, and show that the IKK attack does
not perform well even when just a small fraction of documents are
unknown to the attacker; our count attack’s efficacy degrades as
well but not so severely. We also explore whether an obvious potential countermeasure to the count attack, padding out the number
of documents returned for queries, bears fruit: unfortunately our
experiments indicate that at least a 1.6x increase in index size is
needed to prevent our attack.
Partial plaintext recovery attacks. We also explore, for the first
time, active attacks in which an adversary can induce a user to insert chosen documents. We consider these attacks to be a realistic threat against deployments such as automatically-updated email
repositories. In this setting, an adversary may simply send the user
an email and learn from the subsequent leakage. We stress that the
email is, in every technical sense, a valid email from a sender unconnected to the adversary, so preventing such an attack would require semantic analysis or some other major change to the deployment. In the body we discuss how active attacks might be mounted
against other systems such as those appearing in [8, 14].
We show that either knowing a few documents or being able to
insert documents enable easy attacks that extract significant information about plaintexts in the L2 and L3 leakage settings. As one
example using the Enron email dataset for simulations, we show
that a server that happens to know even a single email sent to 500
Enron employees learns on average 35% of the keywords of all
other encrypted emails.
Summary. We are the first to investigate the implications of common SE leakage models related to schemes used in industry and
in academic works [8, 14]. Our experimental analyses show that
efficient and easy-to-mount attacks can reveal a significant amount
of information about email plaintexts. We expect the attacks will
work against other document types that are similar to email (e.g.,
tweets, free-text web site form data, etc.), though the exact efficacy
will vary with context.
The consequences for the security of deployed systems is less
clear. In contexts where searchability is requisite, SE schemes
provably revealing only L1 or, at least, L2 leakage is clearly better
than not having any encryption at all. Future work should explore
the incorporation of countermeasures: periodically re-encrypting
content, adding noise at the expense of query performance, or attempting to make practical mechanisms from the oblivious RAM
literature [7]. At the end of this paper we provide some additional
reflection on the implications of these attacks.

2.

SE SCHEMES AND THEIR LEAKAGE

In this section we recall what are SE schemes, give an overview
of common schemes, and explain their leakage profiles. We will
incorporate as well some discussion of schemes used to build systems in the research literature and in commercial products, as well

as how threat models map onto real systems. First we fix some
notation from the SE literature.

APIs. This eases the route to deployment, at the cost of more leakage.

SE basics. We let D = (D1 , ..., Dn ) denote a collection of n >
0 plaintext documents, where each document is a variable-length
string from a known character set. We denote the length of a document in characters by |Di |. A keyword extraction procedure takes
as input a character string Di and outputs a vector Wi , the keywords,
where each component is a character string. A typical keyword extraction will first parse Di into words, drop common words such
as articles and propositions, stem the remaining individual words,
and remove duplicate keywords. We assume keyword extraction
is deterministic and, looking ahead, known to the adversary. We
denote by ci the count of unique keywords in, or equivalently the
dimension of, Wi . Let W = (W1 , . . . ,Wn ) be the ordered list of all
the documents’ keyword vectors.
An SE scheme consists of encryption, search, and (possibly) update algorithms. The encryption algorithm takes as input a secret
key K, documents D and emits a ciphertext. Search takes as input
a secret key K, a keyword w, and outputs a query message. If a
scheme includes the update algorithm, it is known as a dynamic SE
scheme. The update algorithm takes as input K and a document D,
and outputs an update message. We assume non-interactive settings
in which query and update messages are sent to the server, the latter executing some algorithm and returning a result. The client can
then process the result, e.g., decrypting recovered documents due
to a search query. Several examples of schemes are given below.

Full-text substitution cipher. This is the simplest type of searchable encryption. The client parses each input document and performs keyword extraction to produce keywords Wi that are in order with repeats. Then, it applies a deterministic cipher E to each
word. The resulting collection of ciphertexts is uploaded. The
client searches by sending the enciphered version of a keyword to
the server. The server scans the encrypted documents to match the
term ciphertext or, alternatively, it may use an inverted index precomputed over the individual encrypted keywords in the ciphertext.
This scheme supports not only keyword search queries, but also
boolean and phrase searches. However, stemming, wildcard, and
approximate-match searching are not supported. This is because
the value indexed by the server is a pseudorandom token which has
no relation to the plaintext. So, for example, a wildcard search like
“s*” would fail because the tokens for keywords starting with “s”
do not themselves start with “s”.
This simple in-place scheme has the largest leakage of any that
we discuss. We define its leakage profile as:

2.1

A Leakage Hierarchy for SE

Starting with the work of Curtmola et al. [6], research on SE formalize security by defining a leakage profile that characterizes the
information an adversary may learn. One proves that an adversary’s
view during an attack can be simulated given the leakage profile. A
long line of work follows in this vein [3, 4, 6, 10–13, 15, 16, 20].
Such analyses rule out adversarial attacks that obtain information
not captured by the leakage model. However, this does not clarify
what an attacker can learn from the information that is leaked. The
goal of our work is to do exactly that.
We developed a scale for characterizing leakage, defining a set of
four leakage profiles. The attacks we will present in later sections
target any scheme with a given leakage profile or greater. The leakage of SE schemes often includes additional items of information
(c.f., Figure 1 of [4]), such as the number of documents, number
of unique keywords, and when the same query is repeated. When
such items are not implied by a given leakage profile, we ignore
them in our attacks. We note, however, that certain statistics like
the plaintext lengths, when queries repeat, and even a query’s time
of day or client IP address may lead to improved attacks beyond
the ones we explore.
The definitions of leakage profiles follow along with the description of schemes that instantiate them. The descriptions progress in
order from greatest leakage (L4) to least (L1). We also stress that
the same leakage profile may arise for two very different schemes
(we note an example below for L2). Below we explain leakages simultaneously with example classes of schemes that achieve them.
For the sake of brevity we will typically only informally describe
the portions of SE schemes that are not relevant to our results.

2.1.1

In-place SE schemes

The first two schemes we describe are called in-place because
they involve direct uploading of encrypted document data, and the
server searches by iterating over keywords on a per-document basis. These are the simplest to implement, and have the distinct advantage of being compatible with many existing storage and search

L4: Full plaintext under deterministic word-substitution cipher.
The server learns the pattern of locations in the text where
each word occurs and its total number of occurrences in the
document collection.
Schemes with L4 leakage support searching for specific phrases,
among other kinds of queries beyond exact keyword match. Companies including Skyhigh Networks [17] and CipherCloud [5],
whose products are discussed further below, make use of schemes
with L4 leakage. That said, our attacks focus on the more restricted
leakage models below; they apply against schemes with L4 leakage
as well.
We note that the original searchable encryption scheme of Song
et al. [18] is a deterministic encryption scheme like that described
above, but with the additional use of a separate stream cipher for
each keyword. The cipher iterates sequentially over each occurrence of the keyword in the document set. Thus, in the uploaded
data each occurrence of a keyword has a different ciphertext, and
the server initially cannot observe the pattern of repeated keywords.
To search, the client sends a ciphertext corresponding to the first location of the search term, and the server iterates the cipher to find
all word matches in the document set. The word occurrence pattern is revealed progressively as queries are issued. Thus if all keywords are queried this becomes equivalent to L4 leakage. We omit
for brevity defining a leakage model reflective of this scheme, and
only comment that it would be less leakage than L4, an orthogonal
amount of leakage to L2 and L2 defined below, and strictly more
leakage than L1 (also defined below).
Appended-keywords SE. Another class of SE schemes encrypts
each document Di using conventional randomized symmetric encryption, and appends to the resulting ciphertext as well an encoding of the values
FK (Wi [1]) , . . . , FK (Wi [ci ])
where K is a secret key and FK is a pseudorandom function (PRF)
such as HMAC. The document ciphertext and its keyword hashes
are uploaded as-is to the server. Search on a keyword w is easy:
compute FK (w) and request the server to perform a search on it.
As discussed at length in [8,14], the benefit of appended-keyword
SE schemes is that they are legacy-compatible: the server can perform indexing on the uploaded keyword hashes, addition and removal of keywords is straightforward, etc. Also, and unlike the
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Figure 3: Architecture for a legacy-compliant SE scheme.
L3: Fully-revealed occurrence pattern with keyword order. Intuitively, this leakage profile fully reveals the pattern of keyword occurrences in documents, in the order of their first appearance, but not the occurrence counts within a document.
Formally, using the notation from above and fixing some order over all possible keywords w1 , . . . , wN , the profile outputs
the sequence of sets
{(i, j) : Wi [ j] = w1 }, . . . , {(i, j) : Wi [ j] = wN } .
So the first set includes all pairs (i, j) where the first keyword
is the j-th term in the processed version of document i.
We note that if one were to change the scheme above to additionally
include repeats (say, to allow frequency-informed search), then the
scheme would have L4 leakage (assuming the same keyword extraction algorithm).
In some implementations of the appended PRF scheme the client
will sort the PRF values before uploading. This is actually better
for security, as information about the order of first occurrences of
keywords in each document is not leaked. The leakage is captured
by the following model.
L2: Fully-revealed occurrence pattern. This profile is similar to
leakage profile L3 in that the occurrence patterns of keywords are revealed for every term, yet not in document order.
Formally, if the documents collectively contain terms
S
i Wi = {w1 , . . . , wN }, then the profile leaks the full collection of sets
{i : w1 ∈ Wi }, . . . , {i : wN ∈ Wi }.
We consider both ordered and unordered appended PRF schemes
because we believe the difference in security is not widely appreciated. See also the discussion below on research systems use of
appended-PRF schemes.
Use of appended-PRF SE. Due to their simplicity, these schemes
have seen a variety of use. Commercial encryption products from
Skyhigh Networks [17], CipherCloud [5], bitglass [2], and others use these schemes (or variants of them) to support keyword
search on encrypted data uploaded to cloud services. An enterprise customer works with one of these encryption providers to arrange for their employees’ connections to cloud services like SalesForce, Box, Dropbox, and others to be intercepted by their managed encryption proxy service. The proxy performs encryption on
the clients’ behalf using a key originally owned by the enterprise
customer. The appended-PRF SE, being legacy compatible, works
well within the existing APIs of the cloud services to support both
insertion and search over ciphertexts. The security goal is to ensure that the cloud service, should it be compromised, cannot learn
information about the customer’s data.
Appended-PRF schemes have also been suggested for use in a
number of recent academic research prototypes. The goal of ShadowCrypt [8] is to secure on the client side a user’s inputs to a malicious web page. It does this using ShadowDOM, a new standard

for building DOM trees (or sub-trees) on top of the existing webpage. The browser should enforce that the ShadowDOM cannot be
scripted by the (malicious) webpage. To use ShadowCrypt, a user
simply clicks a lock next to the field and enters his or her input as
usual. Then, the ShadowCrypt plugin encrypts the input before the
actual webpage has access to it. ShadowCrypt supports searching
on the encrypted input by applying a keyed pseudorandom function
(PRF) to each of the keywords and appending the resulting values
to the end of the ciphertext. The paper leaves ambiguous whether
PRF values should be sorted; the open-source prototype does indeed sort the values. A diagram of highlighting ShadowCrypt’s
architecture when it comes to search is shown in Figure 3.
Mimesis Aegis [14] aims to allow inputing confidential data into
untrusted mobile applications. It does so by arranging for the operating system to interpose a transparent encryption layer on top of
the GUI of mobile applications. As with ShadowCrypt where the
web page is untrusted, here the application may be malicious, and
still the encryption should prevent the application from learning
information about the plaintext data. To enable searching, Mimesis Aegis employs a technique called easily-deployable efficientlysearchable symmetric encryption, or EDESE. The work discusses
different ways of accomplishing this functionality, but for the purposes of our security analysis they are all equivalent to the technique used by ShadowCrypt. They also leave implicit whether ordering of hash values is critical to security, though we their constructions do sort the PRF values1 and meeting their definition of
security for EDESE would seem to rule out schemes with L3 leakage.

2.1.2

Encrypted-index SE

Most academic work has been on (what we call) encrypted-index
SE [3,4,6,10–13,15,16,19,20]. In these schemes, clients construct
an encrypted index before upload.
To describe these schemes, we need to introduce additional notation. For these schemes, the client generates an inverted index I.
This is (abstractly) an m × n matrix where entry Ii, j = 1 iff document D j contains word wi . All other entries are zero. The m × m
co-occurrence count matrix C contains in location Ci, j the number
of documents in which wi and w j both occur. This can be normalized to produce an empirical co-occurrence probability matrix Ĉ.
Searching the index I requires the client to generate a per-query
trapdoor, which is sent to the server. The trapdoor can be thought
of as allowing the server to decrypt only those document identifiers corresponding to the search term. In some cases, a special
search protocol is performed with the trapdoor by the server on the
encrypted index. For instance, the protocol of [4] employed an interactive protocol to carry out Boolean searching. Unlike in-place
1 In fact they insert the PRF values into a bloom filter, to lessen
the amount of storage required. This has the same effect as sorting
them.
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Figure 2: Server’s view of SE data structures for the same plaintexts before and after searching for the keyword ‘dog’. From left to
right, the schemes are examples of leakage profiles L4, L2, L1.
schemes, index-based schemes inherently hide the document word
order.
Unencrypted inverted index. In this scheme, the inverted index
I (table of document IDs) is sent unencrypted to the server. We
assume that the document ID’s are meaningless to the server (e.g.
randomly assigned serial numbers). The client randomly permutes
the rows of the index before uploading, perhaps according to a PRP,
so the server does not learn the correspondence between rows and
keywords. The trapdoor for a query is simply an index to a row of
I, and the server fulfills the query by returning the selected row to
the client.
Since this scheme is essentially giving to the server the exact
document-term matrix, the server can, prior to any queries being
issued, directly observe the length of all result sets and also construct the co-occurrence matrix C for all keywords. In fact, this
scheme has leakage profile L2, equivalent to the appended-hash
scheme described above. Note that in this scheme, Boolean queries
can be fulfilled at no additional security loss, since the server sees
the entire index at upload time.
Encrypted inverted index, no result length hiding. This scheme
differs from the above in that each row of the index is encrypted
as a whole (say with a block cipher in some randomized chaining
mode), so that no repeated document IDs can be read from the index before queries are issued. However, the length of each row is
not hidden; before any queries are issued, the server can observe
the result count for every row.
The client searches by sending a trapdoor allowing the server to
decrypt the index row corresponding to the keyword. As queries
are fulfilled, the server gains information about the overlap of documents in result sets.
In this scheme the server can fulfill Boolean queries by obtaining the decryption key for every keyword in the query. However,
this results in the server learning additional document ID’s beyond
those satisfying the query.
We do not define a separate leakage profile for this scheme, but
consider it under profile L1, described below.
Fully length-hiding SE. In this strongest class of searchable encryption schemes that we consider, the length of individual result
sets is hidden in the initially uploaded index, so that before queries
are issued the server learns nothing except the total size of the index. It was suggested by Song et al. [18] that the length of result
lists could be partially hidden by padding the shorter lists to a fixed
size. A solution to completely hide result lengths without using

padding was first presented in Curtmola et al. [6], by the use of an
interwoven linked list data structure. Recent work has shown that it
is possible to fulfill Boolean queries in this setting while revealing
less information than the entire row for all words in the query [4].
We define the leakage of fully-length-hiding SE, the smallest
leakage profile we consider, as L1:
L1: Query-revealed occurrence pattern. Intuitively, this profile
reveals the same information as L2, but only for terms that
have been queried. This is the class of leakage achieved by
the schemes of [6] and its derivatives. In this profile, initially
only basic size information (e.g. the total length of the documents) is leaked. When a trapdoor is sent, the server learns
the access pattern of the query, which in the case of keyword
search means the identifiers of documents containing w.
Formally, when D is processed into W and encrypted, and a
sequence of queries q1 , q2 , · · · , qQ is issued, then the leakage
profile includes the sequence of sets
{i : q1 ∈ Wi }, {i : q2 ∈ Wi }, . . . .{i : qQ ∈ Wi }.
Depending on the setting, the leakage function may permute
the indices i randomly to hide the initial correspondence between the plaintexts and ciphertexts. Thus, for each queried
term, the profile leaks the number of documents containing
the term, and for multiple queries, the profile reveals which
documents they have (or don’t have) in common.
See Figure 2 for an intuitive picture of what the server “sees”
before and after a query is issued, for schemes with leakage profiles
L4, L2 and L1,
Use of encrypted-index SE. While at the time of writing are unaware of any deployment of these schemes in practice, recent work
has shown that they scale to large datasets [4]. Given this and the
signficiantly improved leakage profile over the in-use appendedPRF schemes, we expect that practitioners will increasingly transition to using some form of encrypted-index SE.

2.2

Attack Models

We classify attack models along two axes. First, we consider
the mode of the attack, meaning whether the server is passively or
actively mounting attacks, and second, we specify the prior knowledge of the server regarding the documents and queries.
Attack modes. In SE the server receives the encrypted dataset and
query requests from a client, and an adversarial server may use its

position to extract private information. We classify the following
three attack modes (where the last two may be utilized simultaneously in one attack). In each case, the adversary is a server following the SE protocols, but it may take actions to induce the client to
run with certain inputs.

behavior to accurately guess some queries. Formally, in this
setting we will draw some queries q01 , . . . , q0k from a distribution that all become known to the adversary, and then other
queries q1 , . . . , qQ from a distribution that the adversary will
not know.

• An honest-but-curious server follows the protocol and takes
no actions beyond those of an honest server, and attempts
to learn about the plaintext of documents or terms that were
queried.

• Distributional document knowledge models the contextual
information an adversary will have about the documents (e.g.
whether they are emails, or corporate sales documents, or
something else). Formally we will model this by considering
a distribution on documents. In our experiments, we model
this by dividing a large data set into training and test sets, and
give the training set to the attacker.

• An active adversary can carry out a chosen-document attack
in which it tricks the client into including a chosen document
in the document set.
• An adversarial server may mount a chosen-query attack by
inducing the client into issuing certain queries, thereby revealing whatever is leaked by that query. Our attacks will
not use this attack mode, as it seems less realistic, but it conceivable that a deployment scenario would enable this ability
in some form.
We note that the danger of active attacks have not, to the best of
our knowledge, been given a treatment in academic literature on
SE. Unfortunately active attacks seem to be relatively straightforward to mount in most SE deployment settings, particularly so
for chosen-document attacks. (Note that for the appended-PRF
schemes a chosen-query attack can be mounted using a chosendocument attack with a single-word document.) Consider using
SE to automatically encrypt and back-up one’s email inbox. The
malicious server can then arrange for an email message of their
choosing to be sent to the victim. As long as it is not deleted by a
spam filter before going to the victim’s inbox, this will succeed in
forcing SE to be applied to the message with resulting ciphertext
subsequently observed by the server.
As another example consider ShadowCrypt. Recall that here
users click on a button within a webpage to indicate to the browser
that it should encrypt the data in some form field. The web page
is considered malicious. Here click-jacking-type techniques can
be used to mount chosen-document attacks. The web page has an
“encrypt field” button hidden behind an innocuous-looking frame
that the user must click in normal interaction with the site. The web
page can use such a technique to have the user unknowingly instruct
ShadowCrypt to encrypt data of the web page’s choosing. The authors acknowledge that click-jacking attacks are possible against
their system, and indeed they might give rise to more direct attack
vectors than we consider here. Nevertheless this serves to show
that active attacks are often going to be possible for determined
adversaries.
Adversary knowledge. One of our theses is that an SE server’s
prior knowledge of the documents and queries may enable the extraction of more information. We specify the following possible
types of prior knowledge. Depending on the setting, multiple types
of knowledge may be available to the adversary.
• Distributional query knowledge models a typical case where
an adversary has some idea about the queries being issued.
For instance, if encrypted chat logs are being searched, an
adversary can refer to typical user behavior regarding such
searches to inform its attack.
• Known queries occur when the server knows some of the
terms input by the client for a search. In practice an adversarial server may use contextual information about the client’s

• Known documents models scenarios where an attacker will
know certain plaintext documents or perhaps have significant information about them. For example, an attacker might
know that a widely-distributed email exists in a user’s repository. In our attack experiments we model this situation by
drawing documents as above, and then either hand-selecting
likely known documents or choosing some at random.
• Fully-known document set is the setting explored by IKK [9],
where all of the documents are known to the adversary, and
only some or all of the queries are unknown.
Attack objectives. We next identify possible objectives for an adversary controlling the server in an SE scheme.
• Query recovery (QR) is the goal of determining the plaintext of queries that have been issued by the client. This
was the objective of the first known attack on SE by Islam
et al. [9]. QR can be considered in any setting where some
of the queries are unknown, including cases where the documents are fully or partially known.
• Partial plaintext recovery (PR). In PR attacks, the adversary’s goal is to reconstruct as much as possible of the client’s
indexed documents, primarily by learning a mapping of keywords to their encrypted versions. A PR attack may reveal
plaintexts as a “bag-of-words” or in document order; for the
attacks we present, this depends on the scheme and is independent of the attack method itself.
We point out that there is an intimate relationship between query recovery and partial plaintext recovery, as any query that is revealed
immediately indicates that a document contains that particular keyword. If a full document is revealed, then queries against it are
narrowed down to a set of keywords.
Of course, query and plaintext recovery are not the only attack
objectives: for completeness we briefly point out two others, document presence and document identification. In a document presence
attack, the adversary simply wishes to determine whether a known
plaintext document is present in the client’s index. In a document
identification attack, the server seeks to find the correspondence of
known documents to the document IDs revealed by the SE scheme.
Also note that attack objectives are interrelated. In particular, a successful plaintext recovery attack will make document identification
trivial.
In the subsequent sections we describe our attack results for
meaningful combinations of attack objective, leakage profile, and
server knowledge. See the table in Figure 1 for a summary.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We investigated the vulnerability of the described leakage profiles by means of simulated query recovery and plaintext recovery
attacks, using two separate publicly available email datasets. The
first is emails from 150 employees of the Enron corporation from
2000-2002, available online [1]. In order to focus on intra-company
email, following the approach of [9], we took emails from each employee’s sent mail folder, resulting in 30,109 total documents. The
on-disk size of the data set is 50 megabytes. The second dataset we
used is a subset of the Apache mailing list archives. Specifically,
we used the “java-user” mailing list from the lucene project for the
years 2005-2011. This consists of 50,582 emails, with an on-disk
size of 338 megabytes.
For each dataset, one email message is considered as one document. Fixed-size vocabularies were established by taking the most
frequently occurring keywords from each dataset, after removal of
200 stopwords. The typical vocabulary size used in our experiments was 5000, which represents the upper limit at which the attack of the prior work succeeds, as seen in Figure 4. This gives an
average of 93 words per document in the Enron corpus, and 291 in
the Apache dataset. We will further discuss the impact of vocabulary size on our results as we present them.
Keywords are stemmed using the standard Porter stemming algorithm. Stemming is a crucial feature of usable search functionality,
as it provides more flexible matching, e.g., a search for “cat” will
also match the word “cats”. Stemming has a two-sided effect on
the attacks that we evaluated. On one hand, it limits an attack to
reconstructing only the stems of plaintext words, causing loss of
information relative to the original plaintext. On the other hand,
stemming reduces the total vocabulary size and increases repetitions of terms, making our attacks easier.

4.

QUERY RECOVERY ATTACKS

As stated above, the adversary’s goal in query recovery attacks is
to recover the correct plaintext keywords corresponding to queries
that the client has issued to the SE server. These attacks apply to
any of the leakage profiles defined above (L1 or greater), being
originally designed for the fully-hiding SE schemes described in
Section 2.1.2. Though the attacks work under the lowest leakage
profile, they require the server to have more extensive knowledge
of the document set that is indexed. These attacks also depend on
multiple queries being issued, so that term access patterns can be
correlated.

4.1

Prior Work: The IKK Attack

Islam et al. [9] give the first successful experimental attack on
searchable encryption that we are aware of. Theirs is a query recovery attack on SE (leakage profile L1), using full document knowledge and partial query knowledge. They give experimental results
using the Enron email dataset, achieving recovery rates of over 80%
of issued queries for some vocabulary sizes.
The attack assumes that the server knows a fixed set of m potential search terms, and the server’s knowledge of D is distributional,
in the form of the m × m matrix Ĉ of word co-occurrence probabilities. Note that this can be computed exactly if the server knows the
true document-term matrix for the indexed documents.
The server mounts the attack by observing the document access
pattern revealed by the client’s queries. Let q be the number of
unique query tokens observed. These are used to construct a q × q
term co-occurrence matrix Ct and its normalized version Ĉt . This
is a permutation of an unknown submatrix of Ĉ (approximate if the
server’s knowledge of D is not exact.) Then, simulated annealing
is used to find the best match of Ĉt to Ĉ. The output is a mapping

of rows of Ct to rows of Ĉ; this is the set of guesses for the query
terms. We note that in leakage profile L2 or greater, the attack can
be carried out using the entire keyword set prior to observing any
queries.
The authors give experimental results for the Enron email dataset.
The keywords are taken to be the m most common stemmed words
in the document set after stopword removal, and the queries are
chosen uniformly at random from among these. They measure
recovery rate as the percent of unique queries correctly guessed.
The recovery rate reported varies from near perfect with 500 keywords to approximately 0.65 with 2500 keywords, for a constant
150 unique queries. Their experiments also include the case where
a number of the client’s queries are initially known to the server;
their results show that the recovery rate is essentially independent
of this prior knowledge. We re-implemented the attack to confirm
these results and make further comparisons.
One strength of the attack, henceforth called the IKK attack, is
that the success rate is largely independent of the number of queries
issued. The median number of queries in the results of [9] is 150,
which we also use as a default in our experiments. We consider
that this many queries could be observed by an adversarial in a
reasonable amount of time, and it is a sufficient number for the
attacks to be effective.
A significant weakness of the attack is that the adversary’s advantage does depend strongly on the number m of keywords under
consideration. The authors of [9] do not report on experiments with
keyword sets larger than 2500. In our experiments, the annealing
attack performs poorly on queries for vocabulary sizes over 5000.
This is shown in Figure 4. Thus the attack of [9], while valuable
for illustrating the vulnerabilities of SE, is fairly non-scalable.
As will be shown in Section 4.3, while the IKK attack algorithm
only requires the server to have distributional document knowledge
in the form of keyword co-occurrence probabilities, in practice the
accuracy of this knowledge required for the attack to succeed is
so high that we believe it can only be obtained by a server that
has explicit knowledge of the true document set. Thus, in the next
section we present a simpler and more effective attack that can be
carried out when the server does have more explicit knowledge of
the indexed documents.

4.2

Query Recovery with a Counting Attack

When the adversarial server, in addition to knowing the co-occurrence pattern of keywords, also knows the number of documents in
the indexed set that match each keyword—the result lengths—a
much more efficient and accurate query recovery attack is applicable. This length-based query recovery attack is applicable to all
schemes with leakage profile L1, and requires no numerical optimization techniques.
Attack Description. As in the IKK attack scenario, the adversarial
server knows a keyword co-occurrence matrix C of size m × m. In
addition, we assume that the server knows, for each keyword w, the
number of matching documents count(w) in the true document set.
Note that all this information can be easily computed if the server
has access to the explicit document set.
The first observation is that if any keyword with a unique result
count is queried using trapdoor q, then a server with knowledge of
the true document set can immediately recover the query, by finding
the word w such that count(w) = count(q).
In the Enron email dataset with the same setup as [9], if we consider the 500 most common non-stopwords as keywords, 63% of
them have a unique result count. If 2000 keywords are considered,
then 24% are unique. Note that due to the Zipfian character of
word distribution in natural-language text, the unique result counts

1
Reconstruction rate

will come from the more frequently occurring keywords. If queries
are assumed to be drawn uniformly from this set of keywords, then
these percentages can be considered a baseline rate for query recovery when the server knows result counts. Also note that the larger
the document collection, the larger the number of keywords that
have a unique result count.
Of course, many key content words are singletons and can never
be recovered using unique counts alone. Beginning with this baseline knowledge, our attack algorithm proceeds to recover queries
that do not have a unique result count by comparing term co-occurrence counts. See Algorithm 1.

0.5
Count Attack
IKK Attack

0
500

Input: Unencrypted keyword index Index, observed query
tokens t and results
Initialize known query map K with queries (q, k) having
unique result lengths;
Compute co-occurrence counts Cq for observed queries and CI
for Index;
while size of K is increasing do
for each unknown query q ∈ t − K do
Set candidate keywords S ⊆ K =
{s : count(s) = count(q)};
for s ∈ S do
for known queries (q0 , k) ∈ K do
if Cq [q, q0 ] 6= CI [s, k] then
remove s from S;
end
end
end
if one word s remains in S then
add (q, s) to K;
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: The count attack algorithm.
In contrast to the IKK attack, in the count attack the adversary
definitely knows which queries have been correctly reconstructed,
and has partial information about others in the form of the candidate
set.
Count Attack Analysis. Figure 4 shows the query reconstruction
results from our implementation of the count attack in the same
setup as [9], but with the server having no initial knowledge of any
queries. The graph shows accuracy results for varying number of
keywords from 2500 to 7500, in each case assuming that 10% of
the keywords under consideration have been queried. The attack
achieved perfect reconstruction for keyword counts less than 2500.
Since the count attack takes only a few seconds to run, compared
with hours for the simulated annealing, we could run it with much
larger numbers of keywords than IKK [9].
Our experiments indicate that once even a small number of queries
is initially disambiguated, the co-occurrence counting phase can
successfully recover nearly all the queries.
Padding Countermeasures. We then considered whether the effectiveness of the count attack could be decreased by a client who
pads the index with additional entries for bogus document ID’s, to
disguise the true counts. These bogus ID’s can be filtered from
search results by the client.
We consider a scheme in which the number of entries in each
index row is padded up to the nearest multiple of an integer n. This
can be thought of as constructing “buckets” within which keywords
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Figure 4: Comparison of IKK and Count attacks for query reconstruction by vocabulary size. Enron dataset, 150 keywords
queried.

will have the same result length. Changing the padding size n allows us to adjust the space-security tradeoff. To prevent the adversary from performing statistical analysis to determine which document IDs are used as padding, a bogus document set can be constructed by sampling from the same term distribution as the true
documents. Then the desired padding entries can be chosen from
among these.
Qualitatively, this affects the count attack in two ways: Firstly, it
reduces the number of unique result lengths, increasing the number
of candidate matches for a given query. Secondly, it prevents the
co-occurrence counting stage of the count attack from being carried out exactly: The number of co-occurrences of two keywords in
the padded index may exceed the co-occurrence count of the corresponding keywords computed from the true document set. The
attacker must allow for this and cannot eliminate as many candidates.
The count attack as described above completely fails once the
padding size n is increased to the point that no keyword has a
unique result count; in this case there are no initial known queries
with which to bootstrap the co-occurrence counting. However, we
can modify the algorithm to allow the attack to be carried out with
reduced information. This generalized count attack has two modifications: Firstly, knowing that the padding can cause additional
“false co-occurrences”, the co-occurrence count matches within a
window as large as the maximum number of false co-occurrences,
rather than requiring an exact match. Secondly, we remove the
algorithm’s dependence on initially finding a query with a unique
result count. This is done by making an initial guess mapping a
query to one of the candidate keywords of matching result length,
and then running the remainder of the algorithm. If the guess is
wrong, the co-occurrence counting phase detects an inconsistency,
and the next candidate will be tried.
These modifications to the count attack algorithm maintain its
correctness. Figure 5 shows the effect of padding on the generalized count attack for query reconstruction.
Up to a padding level that increases the index size by about 15%
for the Enron data, and 30% for the Apache data, the attack’s success rate is unaffected. We believe the attack is more robust on
the Apache email because the dataset is more dense—each document has more words, so there is more co-occurrence information.
The recovery rate drops off rapidly after this, as the data becomes
sufficiently noisy to prevent any disambiguation.
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Figure 5: Generalized count attack results for padded index,
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Figure 6: Query recovery rates when server has partial knowledge of true document set. Enron dataset, 500 keywords, 150
queried uniformly.

4.3

corpus—in other words, the unknown documents case. Here both
out attack and the IKK attack fail completely.
Our results support the conclusion that attacks on L1 leakage
require a significant amount of server knowledge of the document
set, but are nonetheless possible with less-than-perfect knowledge.

Query Recovery from Partially Known
Documents

In this section we analyze the above attacks on L1 leakage (with
slight modifications) in the case when the server has only partial
knowledge of the document set, to better understand the server
knowledge level required to carry out these attacks.
Analysis of the IKK attack with partial knowledge. Because the
IKK attack only directly makes use of word co-occurrence probabilities, technically it does not require the server to have explicit
knowledge of the documents themselves. However, the effectiveness of the attack depends strongly on the accuracy of the co-occurrence matrix. The authors discuss this and give results of an experiment in which random Gaussian noise is added to the co-occurrence
matrix. In their experiment, the recovery rate drops from 85% to
65% at the first increment of added noise.
To understand better how real-world limitations on a server’s
knowledge affect the accuracy of the attack, we devised a new experiment. Instead of adding noise to the co-occurrence matrix, we
assume the server knows only a certain fraction of the true documents, and computes the co-occurrence probabilities from the documents it knows. We duplicated the experiments of [9] with the
server’s co-occurrence matrix constructed from a randomly chosen
subset of the true documents. See results in the first plot of Figure
6, which relates the recovery rate to the percentage of the dataset
known to the server. In brief, these results indicate that unless the
server has access to 99% of the true document data, the query recovery rate of the IKK attack is quite poor.
Generalized count attack for partial knowledge. We also modified the generalized count attack described in the previous section
to allow query reconstruction when the server does not know the
full document set. As with the case of a padded index, this requires the algorithm to allow keyword candidates within a window
of co-occurrence counts, rather than requiring exact equality. These
results are found in the second plot of Figure 6. Note that the count
attack performs better, requiring the server to know only 80% of the
dataset for significant query recovery. Due to the discrete nature of
the count attack, in contrast to the IKK attack, the recovery rate
jumps from zero to a significant percentage once there is sufficent
co-occurrence information.
We emphasize that these experiments are for the case where the
server knows a subset of the true documents. We also conducted
experiments in which the server is trained on a random subset of
documents, while the client queries a disjoint subset from the same

5.

PARTIAL PLAINTEXT RECONSTRUCTION ATTACKS

In this section we present attacks that enable the adversary to
learn the mappings of keywords of the client’s documents to the
ciphertexts stored by the SE scheme. This keyword recovery can
then be used to partically reconstruct the plaintexts of stored documents, either as a “bag of words” in appended-keywords schemes,
or ordered plaintext if document text is encrypted using in-order
word hashes.
These attacks exploit leakage profiles L2 and L3 or higher. For
instance, they apply to searchable encryption schemes that store encrypted words on a per-document basis using a PRF or hash function, as in the “in-place” schemes described in Section 2.1.1. We
show realistic known-document (passive) and chosen-document (active) attacks in this scenario. We present the success of the attacks
quantitatively in the form of percentage of total non-stopwords recovered, and then demonstrate how this allows a highly revealing
partial plaintext reconstruction.

5.1

Known-Document Attacks

This subsection presents and analyzes two keyword-based plaintext recovery attacks by a passively adversarial server that correctly
executes the SE scheme algorithms and that knows the plaintext of
a small number of the stored documents. The first attack is against
L3 leakage and the second against L2.

5.1.1

Order of Hashes Known (L3)

To start with the simpler case, we consider a scheme in which the
order of appended hashed keywords is not changed from the order
in which the keywords appear in the document—that is, leakage
profile L3. In this case, the attack is almost trivial: the server can
immediately observe the hash values of all the indexed keywords in
the known documents. Unlike the experiments of Section 4, there
is no need to assume a fixed vocabulary beforehand; the vocabulary is derived from the known documents. We present the results
of statistical experiments quantifying the advantage gained by an
attacking server in this scenario.

The attached contract is ready for
signature. Please print 2 documents and
have Atmos execute both and return same to
my attention. I will return an original
for their records after ENA has signed. Or
if you prefer, please provide me with the
name / phone # / address of your customer
and I will Fed X the Agreement.
attach contract signatur pleas print 2
document have execut both same will origin
ena sign prefer provid name agreement
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Figure 7: Keyword recovery rates for Enron and Java-user
datasets from known documents for an in-place SE scheme with
ordered keyword hashes.

Random Documents. To quantify the fraction of plaintext keywords learned by an adversarial server that knows a small number
of the stored documents, we plotted the fraction of documents in
our datasets for which a given percentage of keywords is recovered,
at 5% intervals, when the adversary is given either 2 or 20 random
known documents. Each rate is averaged over 10 random selections
of known documents. Results for the two datasets are summarized
in cumulative style in Figure 7. The curves that fall further to the
right are indicative of a larger percentage of documents having high
keyword recovery rates. For example, in the Apache “java-user”
dataset, if the server knows only two document encryptions, 80%
of the documents will have 40% of their keywords exposed.
As mentioned, the Enron and Apache datasets have over 30,000
and 50,000 documents, respectively, so the known documents are a
very small fraction of the amount of data revealed. We conjecture
that the attack is more effective for the Apache dataset because this
set has a “critical mass” of vocabulary that is common to most of
the documents, as the topic of discussion in a software mailing list
is likely to be more uniform than all the emails sent by a large
company’s employees.
To gauge the ability of a human attacker to gain information from
this reconstruction attack, we visually inspected the output of the
attack on a random selection of Enron emails, printing out in document order the keyword stems learned from a 20 known document
trial, omitting stopwords. The result for a sample email is shown
in Figure 8, together with the original plaintext. Note that potentially sensitive information has been revealed, including the name
of a company (ENA) involved in a contract. We conclude that this
attack reveals sufficient information for a human inspecting the output to gain a strong sense of document content.
Known Public Documents. Though choosing documents at random is important for statistically understanding the power of attacks, the source of a real-world known-document attack would
likely not be emails chosen uniformly at random. A more probable source might be a message that has a wide distribution, such
as a company-wide announcement. The more recipients an email
has, the more likely it is that its plaintext will become known to an
attacker.
To test this, we ran the same experiment with a single email from
the Enron dataset that was sent to 500 recipients. It was an announcement sent to an entire division, four paragraphs long, with

Figure 8: (Top) An example plaintext email from the Enron
corpus. (Bottom) The stemmed words recovered by our attack
when given 20 randomly selected known emails.
832 unique keywords, containing an announcement of an upcoming
survey of the organization by an outside consulting group. From
this single document, an average of 35% of the indexed keywords
in every document could be recovered. If it is the case that publicly distributed emails are longer than average, with large vocabularies relative to brief, person-to-person emails, then this attack
is potentially even more damaging than the statistics using random
documents indicate.

5.1.2

Order of Hashes Unknown (L2)

In leakage profile L2, for example, an in-place scheme when the
keyword hashes are stored in randomized order, a server that knows
a number of document plaintexts cannot immediately determine the
mapping of every keyword hash in the document, though it knows
the set of hashes that correspond to the keywords in the document.
We can quantify the ambiguity of words in the known documents. A keyword which the server knows the hash of has ambiguity 1 (no ambiguity). If the number of indexed keywords in a
document known to the server is c1 , then for each word there are
c1 different possibilities for its hash. If this is the only document
known to the server, we say the average ambiguity of all the keywords in the known document set is c1 .
When more than one document is known by the server, the ambiguity can be reduced, again by use of the co-occurrence pattern of
keywords in the known documents. We omit a full analysis of this
approach. A more powerful attack for unknown order of hashes is
possible when the server is able to plant documents, as shown in
section 5.2.2.

5.2

Active Attacks

We now consider the power of an attacking server who, in addition to observing the client’s uploaded data, can “plant” documents that will be processed by the client and added to the uploaded dataset. Note that the protocol itself is not attacked; the
server still fulfills requests following the rules of the scheme. This
attack model can be seen as the analogue of the chosen-plaintext
attack model (CPA) for encryption.
We can easily imagine real-world scenarios where attacks of this
nature can be carried out—it can be as simple as a malicious server
sending a client an email, which is then indexed by the client and
uploaded to the server. As another example, a malicious server
might make an invisible-to-the-user attack on ShadowCrypt using
UI redressing.
The attacks described below apply to in-place schemes, as described in Section 2.1.1. We assume that by observing the payload
length and/or the time at which documents are uploaded, the adversary can determine which index or database entry corresponds to

1

the document he planted. For each attack we measure the level of
plaintext recovery as percentage of keywords reconstructed.

Recall that searchable encryption schemes with leakage profile
L3 preserve the document order of encrypted keywords stored at
the server, either by deterministic word-based encryption of the
document itself or by storing keyword hashes in their order of appearance. In this case then an adversarial server can carry out a
simple but devastating attack. He can plant a single document in
the database with any desired set of keywords, and then from its
encryption can learn all of the hashes of those keywords. We do
not explore this simplistic, though obviously very damaging attack,
further.

5.2.2

0.8
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5.2.1

Attack description. From a known related corpus, the adversary
generates a list of (possibly stemmed) keywords ranked by frequency. Fixing a document size k, the adversary divides the ranked
keyword list into k equal-sized slices. He then generates a k-word
document by choosing the top word from each slice. The goal is
to maximize the frequency distance between keywords in a given
document.
The adversary also computes the frequency distribution of keyword hashes in the data uploaded by the client. After observing
the hashes of the words in the planted document, the adversary
ranks them by their frequency in the uploaded dataset, and guesses
that the hashes correspond to the keywords of the same rank based
on his own corpus. All k guesses are correct as long as there are
no rank reversals in their keyword frequencies between the two
datasets. The adversary can repeat this process for all known keywords or for as many documents as he is able to insert.
Experimental setup. We used two setups, the first one to model
an adversarial server that has access to a closely related corpus, the
second to model a server having access only to unrelated corpus
in the same language. For the first, we divided a single data set in
half, with the server “training” on 50% of the documents to learn
keyword frequencies, while the client processes the documents in
the other half and uploads encrypted keywords to the server. For
the second, we used keyword sets and frequencies from the Enron
dataset to attack the Apache dataset, and vice versa.
In each experiment, we generated chosen documents to cover all
the keywords known to the server and measured the average recovery rate as well as error rate of client keywords. The plots in
Figure 9 show the tradeoff between number of words per chosen
document and error rate. The data are averaged over 10 runs per
dataset and the two datasets. As expected, the larger the number
of slices/keywords per document k, the greater the probability of
error, as the words in a document will be closer in frequency, in-
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Lastly, we consider schemes in which the hashes of keywords
are stored at the server in random order. As in the known-document
case, an adversary who plants a chosen document will only learn
the set of keyword hashes for the document, not the one-to-one
mapping of keywords to hashes. Clearly, the server can learn a single word unambiguously by planting a one-word document. Adopting a more sophisticated strategy, an adversary may seek to insert
documents so as to maximize the “yield” of keywords learned per
inserted document, and minimize the number of potential errors.
We present and analyze an attack based on frequency analysis of
a related corpus, which allows the server to trade off error probability against the size and number of inserted documents, giving an
effective and flexible attack strategy.
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Figure 9: Keyword recovery rate and error rate for planted
documents, unknown order of keyword hashes, 5000 keywords
considered.

creasing the likelihood of a rank reversal between the client and
server datasets.
The recovery rate is lower than 1 minus the error rate, because
not all of the client-indexed keyword hashes will occur in the server’s
dataset; these are not a source of errors, as the adversary knows he
has no information on them.
For the single-dataset 50% split scenario, at around k = 19 keywords per document, the error rate becomes higher than the recovery rate, and thus the attacker will gain very little information. Also
as expected, for the unrelated-corpus scenario, the recovery rate
starts much lower, and a smaller slice size must be used to avoid
too many errors. However, the error rate is not worse in the crossdataset experiment, showing that word frequency rank is fairly consistent across these two email domains.
To recover w keywords, the adversary must plant at least w/k
documents, more to allow for the error rate. The choice of document size must be informed by the attacker’s desired error rate and
the probability of detection. At any rate, the attack allows even an
adversary who can plant a small number of documents to learn a
sensitive selection of keywords.

6.

CONCLUSION

We close with a summary of the lessons learned from this work.
Our attacks begin to map the risks in using SE at various leakage
levels.
First, we conclude that it is dangerous to attempt to protect queries
on known document sets using SE schemes, even those proven to
only admit L1 leakage. This reinforces the work of IKK, our attacks improve on theirs to show that L1 leakage can be used to
learn query values even when the search space becomes very large.
In this case one might consider more secure but unfortunately significantly slower primitive like oblivious ORAM [7].
Second, we conclude that leakage levels L2 and L3 are risky
for deployments that enable active insertion of documents or insert a few publicly-known documents. Both are a threat against
outsourced email storage, and the latter may be applicable in other
scenarios (e.g., a user downloads and stores public documents). We
note that future work is likely to show damaging L2 and L3 leakage

attacks that are passive, relying only on more nuanced statistical
analysis of an index’s revealed co-occurrence relationships.
Our second conclusion motivates the usage of SE with L1 level
leakage over weaker variants. But we cannot conclude that L1 is
necessarily safe. In settings where a large fraction of the possible
keywords are queried, L1 leakage devolves to that of L2 leakage.
Future work may seek leakage levels even lower than L1, for example by accepting some small amount of false positives and/or false
negatives in search.
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